Background: Transcription factor is one of the most important regulators in the transcriptional process. Nevertheless, the functional interpretation of transcription factors is still a main challenge due to the poor performance of methods relating to regulatory regions to genes. Epigenetic information, such as chromatin accessibility, contains genome-wide knowledge about transcription regulation and thus may shed light on the functional interpretation of transcription factors. Methods: We propose EpiFIT (Epigenetic based Functional Interpretation of Transcription factors), a tool to infer functions of transcription factors from ChIP-seq data. Briefly, we adopt a variable distance rule to establish associations between regulatory regions and nearby genes. The associations are then filtered to ensure that the remaining regions and associated genes are co-open. Finally, GO enrichment is applied to all related genes and a ranking list of GO terms is provided as functional interpretation. Results: We first examined the chromatin openness correlation between regulatory regions and associated genes. The correlation can help EpiFIT purify regulatory region-gene associations. By evaluating EpiFIT on a set of real data, we demonstrated that EpiFIT outperforms other existing methods for precisely interpreting transcription factor functions. We further verify the efficiency of openness in interpretation and the ability of EpiFIT to build distal region-gene associations. Conclusion: EpiFIT is a powerful tool for interpreting the transcription factor functions. We believe EpiFIT will facilitate the functional interpretation of other regulatory elements, and thus open a new door to understanding the regulatory mechanism. Availability: The application is freely accessible at website: bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/openness/EpiFIT/.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription factor plays an important role in gene expression due to its involvement in eukaryotes' transcription process. By binding specific genomic regions and co-acting with other proteins (which are also named as co-factors), transcription factors are able to regulate gene expression level. The invention of chromatin immunoprecipitation with massively parallel DNA sequencing, named ChIP-seq, opens a new era of transcription factors regulation mechanism analysis [1] [2] [3] . Thus far, many efforts have focused on the functional interpretation of the genomic locations of transcription factors binding events. However, transcription factor binding sites are mostly the genomic regions in noncoding areas, which results in a lack of quantitative measurements for analysis [4] . Therefore, many methods have been developed to collect genes picked by nearby genes for functional enrichment. For example, sole-search firstly connects transcription factor binding sites and nearest genes, and uses GO enrichment to generate functional annotations for target transcription factors [5] . DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery) furtherly provides more annotation databases and gene sets cluster function [6, 7] . Besides, GREAT (Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool) introduces a variable distance rule to associate transcription factor binding sites and genes, with a binomial test coming to rank all annotations [8] . However, all methods mentioned above have a fundamental drawback: they use only distance criterion to build regulatory regiongene associations, which may result in numerous false positive functional interpretations.
Proposed studies have demonstrated that the frequency of transcription factors binding on specific transcription factor binding sites can effectively predict the expression level of nearby genes [9, 10] . Besides, researchers also reveal high correlation between transcription factor binding events and many kinds of epigenetic characteristics. With this understanding, introducing epigenetic data into the functional interpretation may help reduce false positive regulatory regiongene associations, and thus achieve a more precise annotation performance. Among all epigenetic sequencing methods, DNase-seq (DNase I hypersensitive sites sequencing) can effectively capture genome-wide chromatin accessible regions. Studies have discovered the relationship between DNase-seq and transcription factor binding sites [12, 13] , which provides the theoretical basis of bringing epigenetic information into transcription factor related researches. In addition, the comprehensive web server, named OPENANNO [14, 15] , provides a service of generating a quantitative measure of chromatin openness based on ENCODE experiment data [16, 17] .
With the above understanding, we introduce EpiFIT (Epigenetic based Functional Interpretation of Transcription factors), a web-based tool integrating sequence information with epigenetic data to generate functional interpretation for transcription factors in specific cell types. In the following sections, we first introduce the mainframe of EpiFIT, and then verify that the chromatin openness can effectively improve the interpretation performance of transcription factor functions. Furthermore, we apply EpiFIT to a real gold-standard dataset and compare its performance with GREAT [8] , one of the most widely used tools, to demonstrate that EpiFIT can effectively and accurately interpret functions of transcription factors. We further test the performance of EpiFIT with randomly permuted chromatin openness and prove the efficiency of openness for the interpretation. At last, by comparing the statistical details and performance of EpiFIT with methods using different region-gene association building rules, we demonstrate the ability of EpiFIT to reveal real associations between regulatory regions and targeted genes.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
EpiFIT, as an integrated software, has a backend that assembles diverse algorithms developed using the programming language of python and R, and a shell profile for integral execution. The results are shown in web pages developed using jQuery, a JavaScript library for data visualization. The main framework of EpiFIT is illustrated in Figure 1A . In EpiFIT, we take the information of regulatory regions and other optional parameters as input. EpiFIT first associates regulatory regions with nearby genes using a variable distance rule. After this, EpiFIT calculates chromatin openness values for all regulatory regions and related genes using OPENANNO [14, 15] with DNase-seq experiments of the same cell type (For regulatory regions, we calculate the value of whole area. For genes, we take areas from 2k base-pair upstream to 1k base-pair downstream of the transcription start site for calculating). For both sides of the regulatory region-gene association, if one of the two sides has a chromatin openness value smaller than 5, we denote this association as "not co-open". EpiFIT then refines all associations by eliminating "not co-open" ones. Finally, based on gene-term association data from Gene Ontology Consortium [18, 19] , we implement GO enrichment using the hypergeometric test. The results are presented as a table on the web page and can be downloaded for later analysis.
The web interfaces of EpiFIT is shown in Figure 1B . We will describe more detailed information about EpiFIT in the following sections.
Input of EpiFIT
In EpiFIT, one file and three optional parameters are required as input.
(1) File of transcription factor binding sites (formatted as a bed file) This file is generated from ChIP-seq experiments and contains all regulatory region information of targeted transcription factor in a specific cell type. Each row records a binding site satisfying the standard format of bed files.
(2) Other optional parameters EpiFIT requires several optional parameters. A more detailed introduction is shown in Table 1 .
Chromatin openness calculation by OPENANNO and "co-open" status generation
OPENANNO is a web server developed by our group to annotate the epigenetic characteristics of genomic regions [14, 15] . In this paper, we focus on chromatin openness, which can be quantified using OPENANNO with ENCODE DNase-seq data. Moreover, the effectiveness of chromatin openness has been proved in previous researches [20, 21] . The openness from four perspectives calculated using OPENANNO is offered in EpiFIT for chromatin openness calculation.
(1) Foreground: for each genomic region, this algorithm provides the count of raw reads which overlap with this region.
(2) Readopen: this algorithm provides a fold change of raw read count versus background read count (average count number from upstream 500 kbp to downstream 500 kbp).
(3) Peakopen: this algorithm uses narrowpeak calling methods to generate a fold change of foreground peak count versus background peak count.
(4) Spotopen: this algorithm uses broadpeak calling methods to generate a fold change of foreground peak count versus background peak count.
Because chromatin openness is highly cell typespecific, for specific ChIP-seq data, OPENANNO generates chromatin openness from DNase-seq experiments that have the same cell type. If there are multiple matched experiments in ENCODE DNase-seq database, multiple chromatin openness results will be generated for one region and we take the average of them as the final chromatin openness value.
Having acquired chromatin openness value calculated by OPENANNO, we are able to measure the "co-open" status for genomic regions-gene association using Equation (1). 
Genomic region-gene association
EpiFIT first assigns each gene a basic domain that extends 5k base-pair upstream and 1k base-pair downstream from its transcription site. Then, EpiFIT gives each basis domain an extension both upstream and downstream to the basal domain of the nearest gene. If the extended length is more than the pre-set max length, we only denote genomic regions with a set threshold as regulatory domains of the targeted gene. In this rule, most transcription factor binding sites can be assigned with genes to generate genomic region-gene associations.
GO enrichment
EpiFIT uses a hypergeometric test to implement GO enrichment. This test identifies all genes who have at least one regulatory region associated and applies enrichment with respect to the reference gene set using a hypergeometric distribution.
As shown in Equation (2), EpiFIT calculates the Pvalue of an observed GO term with the following four parameters:
1. N: the total number of genes in the reference genome. 2. K t : the number of genes associated with term t based on GO database records.
3. n: the number of genes that are associated with regulatory regions.
4. k t : the number of genes that are both associated with regulatory regions and associated with term t.
Notably, every gene is counted only once regardless of the number of regulatory regions it associates, which means that we take more concentration on the fraction of all selected genomic regions. GO terms with higher ranks tend to have high coverage of associated genes among all genes in the reference genome.
VALIDATION AND EVALUATION Data and material
To evaluate the performance of transcription factor functional interpretation tools, we collected all Homo sapiens hg19 ChIP-seq broad peaks from the ENCODE Project [16, 17] . Each experiment contains all binding sites of a targeted transcription factor in a specific cell type. Among all the 410 collected experiments, we filtered out the experiments that take non-specific transcription factor (e.g., CTCF) as a target to avoid data bias. Finally, 185 experiments are left for later use. This dataset is denoted as "ENCODE ChIP-seq data".
Examination of the chromatin openness correlation between regulatory regions and associated genes
To verify the hypothesis that a regulatory region tends to be co-open with its associated genes, we calculate the openness of all regulatory regions and their associated genes. We define "top" and "bottom" GO term sets according to the statistical significance of GO enrichment, which can be achieved using GREAT [8] , a widely used method for the annotation of the existing regulatory region. The schematic is shown in Figure 2 .
Briefly, for each GO term, we generate selected and random sample associations and calculate the median product of the chromatin openness of regulatory region and gene, and the proportion of "co-open" (which means both regulatory region and gene have chromatin openness higher than 5) as evaluation metrics for all samples. We compare these evaluation metrics between selected and random sample associations and examine whether they have significant differences to chromatin openness.
Evaluation of functional interpretation results with an authorized dataset
To evaluate the performance of functional interpretation, we first build a benchmark test dataset. We downloaded the Homo sapiens GO term-protein association annotation dataset from EBI Gene Ontology Annotation Database [22] . The dataset consists of 423,655 association annotations, including 18,085 GO terms and 19,712 proteins. Transcription factor related entries were selected by "PubMed" or "Reactome" in "Source" property, indicating that these entries can be traced to published literature or Reactome database as authorization [23] . The transcription factor-function associations in the selected records can be considered as the "gold-standard" and formed as a "gold-standard dataset". In total, 47,026 goldstandard GO term-protein associations are recorded in this dataset. We then filtered "gold-standard" associations that match input ChIP-seq target transcription factors. By applying methods for functional interpretation on this filtered gold-standard dataset, a function list sorted by the enrichment confidence from high to low can be achieved. By examining the rank of gold-standard associations in the predicted list, we can compare the performance of different methods.
Examination of building associations between distal regulatory regions and targeted genes
EpiFIT builds the regulatory region-targeted gene association by not only chromatin openness but also variable distance threshold criterion. Therefore, we are also interested in the ability of EpiFIT to reveal real associations among distal regulatory regions and targeted genes. Many published researches have focused on the targeted gene association of ChIP-seq. For example, TFAS [41] provides two criterions (binary and continuous) to integrate distal regions with regulated genes. However, it is still limited to reveal real distal regulatory regions. To evaluate the ability of EpiFIT to build associations between distal regulatory regions and targeted genes, we compared the performance of EpiFIT with two other methods, TFAS and DAVID. For TFAS, we selected binary criterion that associates regulatory regions with the nearest genes. For DAVID, we only connected genes with proximal regulatory regions within 2 kb from the transcription start site. Specifically, to demonstrate the contribution of chromatin openness, we also implemented EpiFIT-NR, which means EpiFIT without the refinement of openness. Therefore four results are generated for the final comparison.
In comparison, we first evaluated the numbers of regions associated of these methods to demonstrate that EpiFIT can associate distal regulatory regions with targeted genes. Using the gold-standard dataset described above, we then compared the performance of each method to show the regulatory region-gene associations built by EpiFIT are more accurate than that built by other methods.
The method used for comparison
We used GREAT, one of the most commonly used tools, for performance comparison. Because GREAT does not have open-access codes and cannot provide any intermediate result, we implemented the method of GREAT, and the final results are agreed with that of the online version of GREAT [8] . 
RESULTS

Regulatory region-gene associations with higher interpretation ranks tend to be more co-open
To evaluate the chromatin openness of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) and their associated genes (see section "Methods and Implementation"), we used 185 ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets, each of the datasets is a genomic region set recording transcription factor binding sites. For each dataset, we used GREAT to provide transcription factor functional interpretations, together with the predicted significance for each listed GO term. We selected the top 10 GO terms with the highest significance and gathered the genes that related to these GO terms, together with their corresponding regulatory regions. As a contrast, an analysis was also applied to the bottom 10 GO terms using a set of randomly selected genes that are generated.
The result shows that for most experiments, the topranked GO terms have higher median products of openness of both sides in the selected regulatory region-gene associations, while the low-ranked GO terms offer an opposite conclusion that random regulatory region-gene associations are more co-active in consideration of chromatin openness ( Table 2 ). Take one of the experiments, ENCSR000BGE, as an example. This experiment was deployed on GM12878 cells and was targeted to Serum Response Factor (SRF), an important transcription factor during the development of the embryo. As illustrated in Figure 3 , among the top-ranked GO terms, the median products and co-open proportions of selected samples are significantly larger than that of the random samples, which means the regulatory regiongene associations that are linked with higher rank GO terms tend to have more active chromatin status.
As a conclusion, chromatin openness has a strong correlation with transcription factor binding events, which indicates that we can apply chromatin openness value into the refinement of the regulatory region-gene associations.
EpiFIT provides precise interpretations of the transcription factor functional interpretations
We evaluated the functional interpretation results using a gold-standard dataset as the benchmark and 185 ENCODE ChIP-seq experiments as input on both EpiFIT and GREAT (see section "Methods and Implementation").
Among all the 185 ENCODE ChIP-seq experiments, 162 kinds of transcription factors are involved. In the gold-standard dataset, 409 out of 18,085 gold-standard GO terms are related to the 162 transcription factors and present in both EpiFIT and GREAT results.
We compared the ranks of all the 409 gold-standard GO terms in the ranking list using the two methods. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Among all the goldstandard GO terms, 54% of them (221/409) have higher ranks in EpiFIT than those in GREAT [8] , which indicates that EpiFIT is more likely to provide more precise functional annotations comparing with GREAT. For the rest 188 GO terms with their rank not improved in EpiFIT, most of them (123/409) are the same in the two methods. These GO terms are almost top 1 in both results, leaving them no space for improvement. Only 15.9% (65/409) of the GO terms are rank-down. The improved performance of EpiFIT is statistically significant (binomial test, P = 4.74e -21).
To explain the advantage of functional interpretation of EpiFIT for understanding biological mechanisms, we selected two ENCODE ChIP-seq experiments as examples. One is ENCSR000BMU ( Figure 4B) , an experiment deployed on Homo sapiens H1-hESC targeting to transcription factor POU5F1 (POU Domain, Class 5, Transcription Factor 1), a transcriptional repressor protein that is very active during stem cell development. There are five GO terms [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] from the gold-standard dataset that relate to this transcription factor and exist in the result of both EpiFIT and GREAT. All of them improved their ranks in our EpiFIT ranking list. For example, GO term "Nucleus", which serves as a basic function of all transcription factors like POU5F1 [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , is ranked as the 170th by GREAT but ranked as the 1st by EpiFIT. GO term "Transcription Factor Complex" that reflects type characteristic of POU5F1 [31] has reached 82nd in the rank list of EpiFIT, moved up 101 places compared with the rank of 183 rd in the results of GREAT. Another example is the experiment of ENCSR000EGB ( Figure  4C) , which studies the binding sites of TBL1XR1 (Transducin Beta Like 1 X-Linked Receptor 1, a transcription factor that is required for transcriptional activation by a variety of transcription factors) on K562 cell line. GO terms that proved either by PubMed literature such as "Histone Deacetylase Complex" [29, 34] or by Reactome database such as "Nucleoplasm" [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] all received increased rank in the results of EpiFIT. As a conclusion, EpiFIT can provide a more precise interpretation of the transcription factor functions compared with other methods.
EpiFIT with randomly permuted chromatin openness results in unordered performance
To study the contribution of chromatin openness to the superior performance of EpiFIT, we evaluate the functional interpretation results on the same gold-standard dataset using random openness refinement. In detail, for every experiment among all 185 ENCODE ChIP-seq results, we first shuffle the chromatin openness of genes and regulatory regions to randomize "co-open" association refinement while assuring the distribution of all openness values. Then we compare the final ranks of all 409 gold-standard GO terms with that of GREAT.
We conducted a series of experiments, and the results are shown in Table 3 . With the randomly permuted chromatin openness, the regulatory region-gene associations are purified based on stochastic "co-open" status, leading to total unordered and statistical insignificant performances. Notably, common sense says if the refinement is stochastic, the number of these two kinds should be close. However, among all the three experiments, the number of gold-standard GO terms with improved ranks is slightly less than that with decreased ranks. This is probably because most of the rankunchanged GO terms are enriched as the top 1 in GREAT interpretation results, having no space for improving its rank. Meanwhile, these GO terms possess a tremendous advantage in statistical significance that even random refinement is not capable to reduce their ranks (for example, many ChIP-seq experiments obtain top 1 gold-standard GO term "Nucleus" in both GREAT and EpiFIT surpassing the 2nd GO term by more than five orders of magnitude in terms of statistical significance).
Overall, EpiFIT with randomly permuted chromatin openness generates unordered transcription factor functional interpretation, demonstrating the importance of chromatin openness in refining the regulatory regiongene associations to discard false positive interpretation results.
EpiFIT helps build associations between distal regulatory regions and targeted genes
We examined the ability of EpiFIT to reveal real associations between distal regulatory regions and targeted genes by comparing the association details and performance with two other methods. We first compared the number of associated regions of all ENCODE ChIPseq experiments among all four methods. The results are shown in Figure 5 . As for numbers of ranked GO terms, these four methods show similar results, TFAS and EpiFIT-NR (EpiFIT with No chromatin openness Refinement) possess more ranked GO terms due to their loose criterions in building regulatory region-gene associations. However, when considering the number of associated regions of each method, significant diversity appears. For example, DAVID, which only takes account of proximal regions, associates the least number of regions. TFAS and EpiFIT-NR connect much more regulatory regions than other two methods. Using refinement based on chromatin openness, EpiFIT reduces more than 60% distal genomic regions which might not really regulate nearest genes. After refinement, EpiFIT retains about 18% more regions than DAVID, which might be considered as true distal regulatory regions. We also checked the functional interpretation performance of these four methods based on the gold-standard dataset described in the sections above. As shown in Table 4 , compared with EpiFIT, for all the three other methods, most of the 409 authorized GO terms receive rank decrease, which means EpiFIT accurately associates real regulatory regions and targeted genes to implement transcription factor functional interpretation.
In a word, compared with existing methods, EpiFIT has superior ability to build real associations between distal regulatory regions and genes. This ability can be extended to other usages, such as the prediction of ChIP-seq targeted gene. 
CONCLUSION
We propose EpiFIT, a web-based tool that combines sequence information with epigenetic data to interpret the functions of transcription factors. EpiFIT highlights the idea that chromatin openness can reflect the correlation between transcription factor binding sites and related genes. The correlation can help EpiFIT to refine regulatory region-gene associations built by distance rules. Using a set of real data, we compare the performance of EpiFIT with that of other methods. Results demonstrate that EpiFIT can precisely interpret the functions of transcription factors. We furtherly examinee the performance of EpiFIT with randomly permuted chromatin openness. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of openness in functional interpretation. At last, a series of experiments are conducted to demonstrate the ability of EpiFIT to reveal real associations between regulatory regions and targeted genes, which can be used to other research aspects.
To sum up, EpiFIT can be used in the functional interpretation of not only transcription factors, but also all the cis-regulatory regions that have a correlation with epigenetic characteristics. 
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